A Graphene-enhanced imaging of microRNA with enzyme-free signal amplification of catalyzed hairpin assembly in living cells.
In situ imaging of miRNA in living cells could help us to monitor the miRNA expression in real time and obtain accurate information for studying miRNA related bioprocesses and disease. Given the low-level expression of miRNA, amplification strategies for intracellular miRNA are imperative. Here, we propose an amplification strategy with a non-destructive enzyme-free manner in living cells using catalyzed hairpin assembly (CHA) based on graphene oxide (GO) for cellular miRNA imaging. The enzyme-free CHA exhibits stringent recognition and excellent signal amplification of miRNA in the living cells. GO is a good candidate as a fluorescence quencher and cellular carrier. Taking the advantages of the CHA and GO, we can monitor the miRNA at low level in living cells with a simple, sensitive and real-time manner. Finally, imaging of miRNAs in the different expression cells is realized. The novel method could supply an effective tool to visualize intracellular low-level miRNAs and help us to further understand the role of miRNAs in cellular processes.